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Europe of disregarding the fundamental principles of the OSCE and criticized the role of Turkey in the 
OSCE Minsk Group. I brought up such inadmissible violations of the mandate by Mr. Sorokin in my 
letters addressed to the Chairmanship and to the Director of CPC. I questioned the impartiality of the 
Head of the OSCE Mission in Yerevan and requested an urgent political guidance to be given by the 
Chairmanship. In my letters I emphatically stressed that the reservations made by the Azerbaijani side in 
the interpretative statement attached to the decision on the extension of the OSCE Office in Yerevan 
became increasingly valid and could prompt a further course of action leading to the review of the 
mandate of the OSCE office in Yerevan and its budgetary allocations. I urged the Chairmanship and 
CPC Director to take immediate measures to ensure that the activities of the OSCE Office in Yerevan 
are in full compliance with the mandate. In response the Chairmanship sent its Special Representative to 
Yerevan, but the problem still continued to persist. In the meantime, we still received alarming news 
from open sources, indicating violations of the mandate. We continued to flag our concerns to Mr. 
Avakov, the new Head of Office in Yerevan, both informally and during his annual report to the 
Permanent Council. 

In spite of the concerns of Azerbaijan raised consistently over last three years, the demining-related 
activity was again included into the draft 2017 Unified Budget. We submitted a number of questions to 
the Office in Yerevan and requested comprehensive information on the project. The answers we 
received from the Office clearly indicated that its programmatic activity indeed envisages support 
todemining-related activities in areas that were mined by Armenia in early 1990s during its military 
operations against Azerbaijan. Furthermore, we received no convincing argument that this particular 
programmatic activity of the Office corresponds to its available expertise and comparative advantages.  

Consequently, given the fact that the said activity is related to the ongoing Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict 
and thus, is not in line with its mandate, Azerbaijan requested the OSCE Chairmanship and the CPC to 
make necessary adjustments to the planned activities of the Office for 2017 and remove the demining-
related activity from its budget proposal for 2017.  

Unfortunately, Armenia’s position based on denial of legitimate rights of Azerbaijan as a participating 
State to adjust budgetary allocations to field mission led to crisis of Organization. Such a technical issue 
as revising the budget proposal of an OSCE fund was politicized. In the course of deliberations, 
conciliatory attitude and lack of proper reaction by the involved stakeholders was taken by Armenia as 
an encouragement for further blackmailing and open hostage-taking. Armeniablocked, without any 
arguments, adoption of decisions on extension of mandates of OSCE missions in Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, 
Kyrgyzstan and OSCE border monitoring mission on the Russian-Ukrainian border, as well as the 
decision on revision of 2016 OSCE Unified Budget.  

Such an unacceptable approach displayed by the Delegation of Armenia, which in fact rendered the 
OSCE field missions dysfunctional, should be rejected by the OSCE in unity and solidarity in the 
interest of the entire Organization.  It is clear that without outside support or instigation Armenia on its 
own can hardly make the fate of critically important OSCE field missions contingent upon its whims.  

Mr. Chairperson,  

The position of Azerbaijan on the matter is of principled character and based on the mandate adopted by 
collective decisions of all OSCE participating States, as well as existing practice and procedures of the 
Organization. All structures, including field missions of the OSCE should act as common assets for all 
OSCE participating States and in all circumstances must refrain from any action that could harm 
legitimate interests of the participating States.Activities of OSCE field missions should be transparent 
and accountable to all 57 participating States, since they were established by collective will and are 
funded through the financial contributions of all participating States. Deviation by Armenia from such 



fundamental tenets of the OSCE by claiming privileged treatment for the mission it hosts, especially its 
intention to misuse the OSCE Office in Yerevan against legitimate interests of Azerbaijan is contrary to 
foundations of the Organization, and Azerbaijan is not going to tolerate it anymore.  

The Delegation of Azerbaijan remains committed to engage constructively with a view to finding a 
solution within the parameters outlined above.  

Mr. Chairperson, I request that this statement be attached to the journal of the day. 

I thank you, Mr. Chairperson.  

 

 

 
 


